Most biologists think that AFM has only a limited use in biological research due to its inability to study other than surface structures. Therefore, a BIO-AFM system has been developed to combine both AFM imaging and fluorescence detection, which acts as a powerful tool for a better understanding of dynamic cell processes. In this study, based on a custom-made BIO-AFM system, the elasticity and ultrastructure of living periodontal ligament cells (PDLCS) were investigated. The cantilever probe with a micron-sized bead was used to exert nano-loading force onto the PDLCs. The related signal of NO was then recorded simultaneously. The results show that PDLCS hold strong networks of stress fibers as well as high elastic modulus value, exhibiting the ability for better counteracting the external forces. In the mechano-transduction studies, an initial increase and subsequent drop in intracellular NO response was found. Furthermore, NO may diffuse from a stimulated cell to adjacent cells. In conclusion, our single-cell nano-mechanical study provides a significant advancement in elucidating the magnitude, location, time scale, and biomolecular mechanisms underlying cell mechano-transduction.

Mechanical forces, such as compression- and shear forces, always act on cells in vivo, generating a trail of biochemical signals which further regulate a large number of physiological processes. By contrast, improper mechanical responses of cells may contribute to a variety of major human diseases (1). Therefore, responses of living cells to mechanical force have currently attracted tremendous attention in studies on cell biology, tissue engineering as well as pathophysiology (1-3).

Cells can sense mechanical stimuli via mechano-sensitive ion channels, integrin receptors, or tyrosine kinases (4-6). The exact mechanism involved and the downstream events may depend on both the type of stimulation and the degree of forces and is considered likely to involve cell- or tissue-specific components. An early and quasi-ubiquitous response to mechanical stimuli is increased intracellular concentration of calcium ions, which can be also transmitted to neighboring cells, thereby sensitizing a larger volume of tissue. The cytoskeleton is a closely interwoven network of actin, tubulin, and intermediate filaments that modulates cellular sensitivity to
mechanical stimuli by adapting its structure to accommodate prolonged mechanical strains (7, 8). Therefore, cytoskeletal integrity is highly important for the detection and transduction of mechanical strain (7, 9, 10).

The periodontal ligament cells (PDLCs) that exist between the cementum of the dental root and the alveolar bone, are exposed to mechanical stress all through their life, especially compression forces from occlusal pressure and orthodontic forces (11). The mechanical responses of the PDLCs may govern the homeostasis and remodeling of the periodontal ligament itself as well as repair and regeneration of other components of periodontal tissues, including resorption and formation of bone matrix during physiological and orthodontic tooth movement (12). Many previous studies have demonstrated that mechanical stress may induce expression in PDLCs of biological mediators, such as interleukin-6 (13), interleukin-1β (14-16), matrix metalloproteinases, metalloproteinase inhibitors (17), plasminogen activators (18), cyclooxygenase (COX)-2 (19, 20), alkaline phosphatase (21), type I collagen (22) and osteocalcin (23).

Recently, Araujo and colleagues employed the microarray analysis technology to assess gene expression profiles in three-dimensionally cultured PDLCs under compression by a static force (24). The data showed that 108 of the 30,000 tested genes were differentially expressed following application of a mechanical force. Among them, 85 genes were up-regulated by mechanical stress, while 23 were down-regulated. The genes were involved in numerous biological processes, including communication, signaling, proliferation, stress response, and calcium ion release. A preceding study by Kanzaki and colleagues (25) proved that a static compressive force stimulates expression of receptor activator nuclear factor κB ligand (RANKL), a potent osteoclastogenic factor, via the induction of prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) by COX-2 activation in cultured PDLC monolayers. The PDLCs are now recognized as transformers of mechanical stress to biological signals in which a set of unique genes start to be expressed following auto-regulation. However, the precise mechanism whereby PDLCs convert mechanical signals to a biochemical response remains unclear. Mechano-transduction research at single cell levels is expected to be a suitable strategy to obtain a precise understanding of these mechanisms.

A number of different techniques have been used to apply strain to single cells, ranging from: poking with a micropipette (26, 27), pulling by magnetic micro-beads adhering on cell membrane in a magnetic field (28), driving by optical tweezers, substrate stretching (29), and exposure to hydrostatic pressure. These methods can be broadly divided into two categories: Those that apply stimulation over the whole cell (substrate stretch, fluid shear, intermittent hydrostatic pressure), and those that stimulate only a small part of the cell body (micro-bead pulling, micro-bead twisting, micropipette poking). But none of these techniques achieve a precise control of location and magnitude of the applied force.

In comparison to the methods mentioned, atomic force microscopy (AFM) enables a precise application of nano-Newton forces, precise measurement of cell elasticity (30), minimal cellular disruption (31), and determination of cellular strain distribution (32). Furthermore, by combining AFM with fluorescent microscopy, a much better understanding of the cellular signal regulation in response to mechanical force can be provided in real-time.

Since the invention in 1986 of AFM, it has been used as a nano-sensing tool to acquire 3-D information in real-space (33). When applied in biological research, it allows real-time imaging of living cells and tissues like blood vessel intima (34) in a physiological solution. The studies have resulted in a deeper understanding of cellular dynamic processes. Apart from offering high resolution images of cell surfaces, AFM has also been used to probe cellular mechanical properties (34-36), such as mechanical strain and elasticity, by analyzing the relationship between deflection of cells and the force applied to them.

In this present study, a custom-made combined system of AFM and inverted fluorescence microscopy was constructed as an integrated BIO-AFM unit. In this system, a micro-bead was attached to an AFM cantilever and used to exert a quantitative force on living cells. During the process a related fluorescent signal of nitric oxide (NO), marked by DAF-FM, was simultaneously recorded, enabling us to carry out nano-mechanics research on single cell levels.

3. METHODS AND MATERIALS

3.1. Cell culture

Human periodontal ligament cells (human PDLCs) were, with minor modifications, prepared in accordance with the method reported by Somerman and colleagues (37). The protocol for this experiment was reviewed and approved by the Capital Medical University (Beijing, China) Ethics Committee. Premolars extracted from healthy patients aged 12 to 36 years undergoing orthodontic treatment were washed twice with 0.01mol/l phosphate-buffered saline and tissue attached to the middle third of the root was removed. The coronal and apical portions of the root were cut to avoid contamination by cells from other tissues. The tissue was minced, placed in 35-mm tissue culture dishes (Corning, USA), and covered with sterilized glass cover slips. The medium used was a minimal essential Eagle’s medium (HyClone, USA) supplemented with 100U/ml penicillin-G sodium, 100U/ml streptomycin sulfate, 0.25µg/ml amphotericin B (Gibco, USA), and 10% fetal calf serum (Hy clone, USA). The cultures were maintained at 37°C in a humidified 95% air and 5% CO2. When the cells grew out from the explants and reached confluence, they were detached with 0.05% trypsin (Gibco) in phosphate-buffered saline for 10 min, and subcultured in culture flasks (Corning, USA). Some cells attached to the bottom of the flasks were discarded during serial passage to avoid contamination by epithelial cells, which are less easily detached than fibroblasts. The cells were then identified as described previously (38). The evidence from Phase-contrast imaging showed that cells at
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of a home-made BIO-AFM. Upper left inset figure: The zoomed-in picture of an MAC mode AFM section combined with an inverted microscope. The red arrow points to the AFM scanner. Insert figures right: a-c. The flow chart of attaching a micron-sized bead to the AFM cantilever probe and exerting nanoNewton forces onto the cells: (a) A cantilever probe is positioned close to the edge of glue. (b) The cantilever probe with glue is positioned close to the micron-sized beads. (c) The cantilever with a beads approaches to living cells. A 380-470 nm wavelength light was used to irradiate the cantilever via the lens system within the inverted microscope.

confluence exhibited the perspectives of histiotypic morphology of human PDLCs. Cells that had been passaged six times were used for experiments.

3.2. BIO-AFM combined system and imaging

The custom-made BIO-AFM combined system consists of an AFM section of magnetic AC mode (MAC mode), an inverted fluorescent microscope and a high-speed laser scanning confocal microscope (Figure 1 upper left inset). The AFM instrument (5500 Agilent Co.) is placed on an inverted fluorescent microscope (Nikon, TE2000U) to achieve AFM and fluorescence images simultaneously. The fluorescent signal is detected by a charge-coupled device camera (Cascase 512B. Roper Scientific, Trenton, NJ), which is connected to a high-speed confocal device (CSU 10, Yokogawa). A Picoscan controller and a top MAC Mode control-box are used to control the scanner, acquire and convert analog signals to digital ones, and then transferred to the computer via a USB port. A large range scanner of 100×100μm² and a MAC mode nose are used for imaging. The cantilever, coated with magnetic materials, has a spring constant of 0.2Nm⁻¹. The resonance frequency was chosen at 34-35kHz with a scan speed of 1Hz when imaging in the MAC mode was performed. Meanwhile, we also used the contact mode with a 0.08Nm⁻¹ cantilever to image living PDLCs. In this case, noise induced by rotation of the spinning-disk’s scanning head sometimes occurred. In order to avoid this problem, a heavy platform on the AFM section was constructed. In addition, a shock absorber was connected to the AFM platform. The microscope (see the yellow square in Figure 1) was also designed to further eliminate the noise.
3.3. Attaching a micro-bead to the tipless AFM cantilever and exerting nano-Newton forces onto the cells

In order to use the combined BIO-AFM system, a micron-sized glass bead was attached on a tipless cantilever as illustrated in Figure 1a-c. A slide with a small paddle of the UV-sensitive glue was placed on the sample stage. When monitored through the optical microscope, a cantilever was positioned close to the edge of the glue. Then the probe was approached automatically, controlled by the AFM device, and then slightly pushed into the glue. During this process, only the point of the probe touched the glue. Subsequently, the probe was withdrawn rapidly, dragging off the excess glue along the glass slide if needed. After this, the glue slide was replaced by another one with micron-sized glass beads. The probe was positioned on a top of a sphere glass and automatically approached to touch its foreside. A 380-470nm wavelength light irradiated the probe via the object lens for 30 seconds to solidify the glue. Then, the probe was again withdrawn. The slide was then replaced by the cell-culture dish to carry out the nanomechanical experiments.

A spreading-out and well-anchored cell was chosen and the probe was positioned above it. Then the cantilever approached again under the AFM operation. And the foreside of the glass bead was brought into contact with the cell to load a measurable compression force. The vertical loading force (Fn) was defined according to the formula:

\[ F_n = (\Delta V)KS \]

Where \( \Delta V = d_{sp} - d_{vt} \), \( d_{sp} \) is the deflection setpoint, and \( d_{vt} \) is the vertical deflection. Both \( K \) (the constant force of the cantilever) and \( S \) (the sensitivity of the equipment) are constants.

3.4. Elasticity detection

The force volume (F-V) spectroscopy at designated points of every 8 points per scanning line on the living PDLCS’s surface was conducted in contact mode. The AFM probe (ContAl, Budget Sensors) with a curvature diameter of 20-40nm was used. AFM images and force curves at regular intervals were obtained at the same time. An array of 32-by-32 force-distance curves was taken for per image. The scanning speed is at a rate of 1 Hz. The determination of the elastic modulus from the force curves was performed using Sneddon’s modifications of the Hertz model for a purely elastic indentation in a flat and soft sample by a stiff cone (39, 40).

\[ E = \frac{F(h) \pi (1 - \nu^2 \tan \alpha)}{2 \tan \alpha \pi h^2} \]

Where \( E \) is the elastic modulus (Young’s modulus), \( F \) is the applied loading force, \( h \) is the indentation depth (50 nm in this case), \( \nu \) is Poisson’s ratio, and \( \alpha \) is the half angle of the AFM tip. Poisson’s ratio was assumed to be 0.5 because the cell was considered incompressible at limited deflection of AFM tip.

3.5. Fluorescence imaging of nitric oxide integrated with force stimulation

To assess intracellular NO intensity, the cells were washed with a Mg²⁺/Ca²⁺ buffer solution and incubated for 40 min in the buffer containing 5µM DAF-FM (Beoytime, City. China). DAF-FM is a cell permanent fluorescent fluorophore for the detection of intracellular NO at low concentrations. The cells were subsequently washed twice and incubated for a further 15 min in the buffer to remove any cell debris. The NO production was recorded via the high speed confocal laser scanning microscope with 488 nm excitation at 30 second intervals. The CSU-10 employs a spinning disc confocal system, achieving a maximum scanning speed of 360 frames/sec, which is faster than a standard confocal microscope that employs a pair of pinhole apertures. A Nikon Neoplan 100× oil immersion objective was used for imaging. The CCD with a high sensitivity (Cascade 512B) collected the signal at an exposure time of 500 milliseconds. During this process, one image of every 3 milliseconds in the spinning disc confocal system can’t influence the data collection by the CCD. Images were acquired using the MetaMoph software (Universal Imaging, Dowington, PA). In the case, the temporal evolution of the fluorescence intensity at several locations could be assessed and was used to determine variations of the NO concentration.

The glass probe may lead to a slight deformation of the apical cell body, i.e, indentation, when it touches the cell membrane. Therefore, only the fluorescent signal from the cell bottom plane near the substrate was acquired by using the confocal microscope to avoid incorrect results. After 120s of data collection by the confocal microscope, the cantilever probe was approached toward the cell surface and kept contact with the cell membrane to exert a continuous compression force onto the cell.

The cells (n=4) treated by NO-synthase inhibitor-L-NMMA (100µM) were under parallel processing to confirm the process of NO response to mechanical stimulation as a negative control. Otherwise, the normal cells without the mechanical stimulation (n=4) were also imaged in parallel as the normal control.

We also selected a group of adjacent cells to carry out the nanomechanical stimulation and the NO responses among the adjacent cells were observed in real-time. In order to better monitor the detailed signal, the NO-related fluorescence was recorded at 5 second intervals from 0s to 1500s. The cantilever was approached toward the cell surface and kept contact with the cell membrane at 120s.

4. RESULTS

4.1. Cantilever probe with the attached micron-sized glass beads

As shown in Figure 2A, a glass bead with a diameter of 23µm can be perfectly anchored onto the foreside of a tipless cantilever, which can be seen clearly in the zoomed-in side-view (Figure 2B). Only the foreside of the probe holds a little glue which is enough to pick up the
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Figure 2. A, the environmental scanning electron microscopy image of a AFM cantilever probe with a 23 µm glass bead at the low vacuum of 0.75 Torr. B, The zoomed-in image of the probe in “A”. C, The optical image of the probe positioned close to a living PDLC. D, The zoomed-in image of the probe in “C”. The scale bar is 50 µm in A and C and 10 µm in B and D.

micro-bead (see Figure 2B) due to both the exact operation of the AFM device and instruction of optical microscope. The probe was then immersed into medium liquid to approach a cultured living PDLC (see Figure 2C). When monitored through the optical microscope, the probe can be accurately positioned at a given location, for example, the nuclear region or peripheral body (see Figure 2D). Subsequently, the AFM system controlled the probe to load a quantitative compressive force at nano-Newton levels onto the cells.

4.2. AFM Imaging of the PDLCs

One application of AFM is to acquire a high resolution image of living cells in their natural conditions. The cultured PDLCs have a spindle appearance as is shown in Figure 2C and D. Since the two scanning modes: the contact mode and the MAC mode rely on different mechanisms, the images obtained by each method demonstrate different characteristics of the PDLCs. In Figure 3A and B, the contact mode AFM images of cultured PDLCs, including topography image and deflection image, exhibit many strong cytoskeletal stress fibers (black arrows in Figure 3 A) that can be visualized beneath the cell surface, and appear to be organized along the axis of the cells. It is due to a large lateral force in contact mode that allows the cytoskeletal network beneath the membrane to be clearly imaged. These images can be further shown for contrast enhancement of the cytoskeleton features in the deflection image (black arrows in Figure 3B). These indicate that PDLCs have a strong capability of not only anchoring to the substrate but also withstanding the powerful lateral and compressive forces. By comparison, detailed surface information like the membrane protuberances (red arrows in Figure 3D) of a cell can be clearly resolved in both amplitude image and phase image in MAC mode. But the MAC mode imaging is easily disturbed by unstable surface ultrastructures (compare the red cycles in Figure 3A, B and those in Figure 3C, D) possibly due to the relative harder cantilever of 0.2N/m.
4.3. Elasticity detection of PDLCs

When the data points of F-V function were collected on a cell surface, the topography image (32×32 pixel Figure 4A) and corresponding stiffness image (Figure 4B) can be obtained simultaneously. The AFM probe tip at nanometer scale scans over the stressed fibers beneath the membrane (the black arrow in Figure 4A, B), as well as the membrane surface region between two fibers. Therefore, the data collected over the periphery body as well as the nuclear region of the cell shown in Figure 4A exhibited a distinct bi-peak distributing manner, which there are two peaks in the statistic histogram of Young’s modulus (see Figure 4C). In the nuclear region, one peak was present at $168.7\pm2.3$KPa and another peak was present at $798.1\pm21.2$KPa. By comparison, in the periphery body, one peak was also present at $171.2\pm4.8$KPa like that in the nuclear region and another peak was present at $625.0\pm29.1$KPa, less than that in the nuclear region. These results strongly demonstrate that there are significant variations of the values of elastic modulus at different cell regions.

4.4. Nitric oxide production in the response of PDLCs to mechanical stimulation

In each experiment of mechanical stimulation, real-time fluorescence data were obtained. For all the cells stimulated by the compressive force, the responses of nitric oxide (NO) varied in magnitude throughout the cell were observed in the same manner. Figure 5A shows a typical NO-related fluorescent signal within one of the four cells we observed at successive time points from 0s to 1320s. We recorded the base line of fluorescent signal between 0s-120s. Then the AFM cantilever with a glass bead approached the cell at the time of 120s and was kept in contact with the body side of the cell as shown in Figure 5C (near the nuclear region). A persisted compressive force up to 1nN was loaded. In one such example, the fluorescence intensity started to increase within 60 seconds when the compressive force exerted on the cell (see the marker in Figure 5D), and remained gradually increasing until 900s. The NO fluorescent intensity began to increase in the center region near the indentation. Then the NO response spread out from the center region to the whole cell body step by step. The NO fluorescent intensity reach ed its peak at 900s and then started to decrease. The pool-like structures appeared step by step at the peripheral region (red square regions in Figure 5A) that seemed to secrete NO into the medium when NO response reaches the peak (clearly shown in Figure 5B, ref. zoomed-in pictures of the red squares in Figure 5A).

The normal control experiment exhibited a base line of the NO fluorescence intensity (see the black line in Figure 5D), indicating that the DAF-FM fluorophore did not be autoexcitated.
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Figure 4. A, The topography image of a living PDLC with 32×32 pixels. Scanning range is 60×60µm. The red dashed circle represents the nucleus, S represents the substrate of culture dish. B, the corresponding stiffness image by F-V function. In general, the substrate is significantly stiffer than the cell. The nuclear region is relatively stiffer than the periphery region. C, Frequency histogram of the average Young’s modulus values over the nuclear (black) and the periphery (grey) of the cell, respectively.

In the negative control experiment, the NO fluorescence intensity within the cells treated by NO-synthase inhibitor- L-NMMA represented a baseline as similar as the normal control though a persisted force still exerted onto the cells (see the red line in Figure 5D).

In another interesting experiment, the NO responses among the adjacent cells were observed in details. Figure 6A shows three cells connected to each other. A same procedure like that in Figure 5A was carried out. A persisted compressive force was loaded at the side body of Cell 1. The changes in the NO-related fluorescence for Cell 1 exhibited the same case as the cell in Figure 5A. Interestingly, the Cell 2 and Cell 3 (only a part of their bodies can be shown in the view), also represented the same sequence but in a postponed time. The NO fluorescence intensities within Cell 2 and Cell 3 needed a longer time to reach their peaks. Meantime, the peaks of NO fluorescence intensities within Cell 2 and Cell 3 were relatively lower in comparison to Cell 1. Furthermore, a large pool-like structure was obviously presented at the peripheral region (red square regions in Figure 6A and zoomed-in pictures in Figure 6B) between Cell 1 and Cell 3 after the NO fluorescence intensity for Cell 1 reached the peak.

5. DISCUSSION

In the past decade, the combined BIO-AFM system (AFM and inverted fluorescent microscopy) has been developed into a practical integrated unit for biological applications (41, 42). Furthermore, in terms of simultaneous force measurement using fluorescence detection, there have been some previous suggestions for biological applications (43) and some review papers are also available (44, 45). Fluorescence microscopy based on the optical microscope is a routine cell imaging method and has been proved to be a powerful tool for selective and specific visualization of labeled molecules down to the single-molecule level (46), rendering it possible to follow cellular processes and monitor the dynamics of living cell components. In the described combined system, the AFM cantilever probe can be monitored to accurately touch a cell. In the meantime, the BIO-AFM system allows us not only to acquire a high resolution image of the living cell surface at the scale of nanometers, but also to
Figure 5. A, Time lapse images of intracellular NO intensity within a living PDLC stimulated by the compression force of 1 nN. We only showed the pictures from 30s to 1320s using a 90 second interval. The scale bar is 10µm. B, The corresponding zoomed-in pictures of the red square area in A. C, Imaging of optical microscope. The yellow solid line draws the outline of the cell and the red dashed circle represents the location of the glass bead. D, Typical curve diagram of the increased ratio of NO related fluorescent intensity within the cell stimulated by the compression force (blue line), a normal control cell (black line) and a negative control cell (red line), respectively, from 0s to 1320s.

simultaneously gain optical information within the cell body, especially the fluorescent signals (47). Regarding our custom-made combined system, both the MAC mode AFM and high speed confocal device are involved. The MAC mode AFM allows us to better perform imaging at high resolution in liquid environments as mentioned previously (48). In addition, the high-speed confocal device improves time-resolved recording of fluorescent trail. Therefore, this
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Figure 6. A, Time lapse images of intracellular NO intensity within three adjacent cells. We only showed the pictures from 100s to 850s using a 50 second interval. The scale bar is 10µm. B, The corresponding zoomed-in pictures of the red square area in A. C, Imaging of optical microscope. The yellow solid line draws the outline of the Cell 1, Cell 2 and Cell 3, respectively. The glass bead can be positioned clearly in this image. The scale bar is 10µm. D, Typical curve diagram of the increased ratio of NO related fluorescence intensity of the three cells in the picture, i.e., the blue line for Cell 1, the red one for Cell 2 and black one for Cell 3, respectively, from 0s to 1500s.

manner of the combined system is better adapted to an integrative view of biomedicine research.

In this study, the high resolution imaging of living cultured PDLCs was achieved in the contact mode for the first time. The result indicates that the PDLCs hold a strong network of stress fibers allowing them to tolerate strong external forces, and connecting to the cementum of the dental root and alveolar bones. MAC mode AFM was also successfully applied to image the subtle ultrastructures both on the living PDLCs’ surface and beneath their apical membrane due to the deformation of cell membrane. It is
expected to obtain a deeper understanding of structural changes in cell functions.

Furthermore, the main application of BIO-AFM is the study of mechanotransduction (49, 50). Besides unmodified AFM probes, the probes modified by different microscale spheres, for example glass-beads, were employed to precisely exert the global force to an individual cell.

With the former techniques, the glue (usually epoxy resin) is used to attach a micron-sized bead to the AFM probe tip. A tip modified with a sphere which has a smooth surface and diameter of >1 µm yields advantages over a bare tip. The sphere has a well-defined geometry that may better facilitate the data interpretation, so more accurate information can thus be derived from force curves (51, 52). A particle bigger than 1 µm can easily be observed by an optical microscope, therefore, besides the three-dimensional micromanipulator, it is a common tool used for attaching a micron-sized bead.

The dual-wire technique, originally reported by Ducker et al in their classic papers (51, 53) is the most popular method for the attachment of micron-sized beads. This technique is especially suitable for dealing with tipless cantilevers, because the flat end facilitates the application of the glue and setting the bead in place.

For another technique, the cantilever is moved around either by a 3D manipulator or on an AFM head, instead of moving wires (54-55). However, it is still difficult to modify micron-sized glass beads onto the AFM cantilevers. This is presumably due to three factors that are difficult to control: (a) the contact of a small amount of glue with a cantilever, (b) the contact of the glass bead sphere with the glued cantilever, and (c) the solidification time of the glue. In conclusion, the major disadvantage of the described techniques is that some special instruments have to be used, such as a micromanipulator equipped with a heater and glass needles.

In order to overcome these difficulties, we used a simple and controllable method to adhere micron-sized beads on the foreside of AFM cantilevers by the BIO-AFM system, thus establishing a systematic and convenient tool for the mechano-transduction study at single cell levels. In this technique, the AFM and appropriate light source are required. The AFM device automatically controls the cantilever under the monitoring of optical microscope during the whole process. Meantime, the light-sensitive polymer was selected as the glue and the light source of the inverted microscope was employed to solidify the glue. The results strongly reveal that both the AFM cantilevers and the beads are kept in good shape and bonded firmly. Employing the loading system based on AFM to exert precise compressive forces, we can easily collect the fluorescent signals to achieve the nano-mechanical research of living PDLCs at the single cell level.

Among various external mechanical forces applied to cells, the compressive force is the main stress, which is resisted through cell adhesions by underlying extracellular matrix (ECM), neighboring cells, and especially internal stress fibers. Some genes, like RhoE and RGS2, which are major regulators of cytoskeleton dynamics, were proved to be differentially expressed by mechanical force loading (24). The contact mode AFM images in our studies also confirmed that there are abundant networks of stress fibers within the PDLCs. The F-V function data carried out point by point also show a discrete manner that is presumed to be relevant to the distribution of stress fibers, leading to the heterogeneity of mechanical properties of cells. The high elasticity values at the indentation site indicate that the cytoskeleton fibers were indented. Because the cell holds a strong and compact stress fiber network to protect the nuclear structure, the F-V function data represent the distinct bi-peak distributing curve of elasticity over the nucleus. On the contrary, there are relative infirm networks of stress fibers within the peripheral region of cells, where most of the lower elastic modulus are present.

Furthermore, different types of cells also represent variations of the values of elastic modulus. Mathur et al (56) reported that the elastic modulus value of human umbilical vein endothelial cells was 7.22±0.46KPa over the nucleus, and 2.97±0.79KPa over the central body in proximity to the nucleus, and a lower magnitude of 1.27±0.36KPa on the peripheral body near the cell edge. However, the cell central body of bovine pulmonary artery endothelial cells were two- to three-fold softer than the cell periphery, as reported by Costa and Yin (57). The corresponding study on cardiomyocytes also revealed that cells were softer at the nuclear region, and become stiffer toward the periphery (58). After mapping according to the Young’s modulus across the living chicken cardiocytes, Hofmann et al (59) stated that the stress fibers were characterized by the presence of areas with a stiffness of 100–200kPa embedded in softer parts of the cell with elastic modulus values between 5 and 30kPa. The elasticity mapping images of living astrocytes (glial cells of nerve tissue) in the previous literature (60) showed that cell membrane above the nucleus was softer (2–3kPa) than the surroundings, and that the cell membrane above F-actin network structures was stiffer (10–20kPa) than the surroundings.

In comparison to varied types of cells, the PDLCs exhibit a high elastic modulus value in proximity to the cardiocytes. It possibly agrees with the PDLCs functions as a mechanical responder and regulators between the cementum of the dental root and alveolar bones. But the question is how the living PDLCs respond to an external compressive force. In the present study, we observed the NO response of living single cell to a nano-Newton loading force.

NO is a small, diatomic gas and a radical and, therefore, a highly reactive molecule transferring biochemical signals, which result in a wide spectrum of effects on different biological systems (61, 62). It also acts as an important hemodynamic regulator (63), as well as a widely distributed chemical second messenger (64) in both
Intracellular and intercellular actions. It activates guanylyl cyclase enzyme and modulates actions of several bioactive peptides as well as neuronal transmitters (61, 65).

NO also plays other roles in cells, such as in isoprenylation (geranylgeranylation) of the Rho GTPase that activates Rho-PK, involving the activation of the bone morphogenetic protein (BMP)-2/Cbfa1-Runx-2 cycle (65, 66). The broad ranging actions of NO are determined largely by both the site and rate of NO synthesis, the quantity generated, and the nature of the environment into which it is released. The reactivity of NO is affected by the presence of reactive oxygen intermediates and the activity of antioxidant defense systems (67, 68). NO is enzymatically produced by oxidation and cleavage of the amino-terminal nitrogen atom of amino acid L-arginine. The reaction is dependent on electrons donated by the cofactor NADPH that requires oxygen, and it yields L-citrulline as a coproduct (69).

In a previous study, the characteristic NO responses of single osteoblasts, another type of compressive force-sensitive cell, to the indentation using AFM tips were observed and described (70). When the periodic indentation with peak forces ranging from 17 to 50nN were loaded, the indented osteoblasts stimulated four distinct responses: (a) a rapid and sustained diffusion of NO from the perinuclear region, (b) diffusion of NO from localized pools throughout the osteoblasts, (c) an initial increase and subsequent drop in intracellular NO, and (d) retraction of the indented osteoblast morphology with no NO response. In our present study, the similar response of NO were observed for the PDLCs when a compressive force up to 1nN was loaded by using the AFM probe with a micron-sized bead. A rapid and sustained diffusion of NO from the central region to the peripheral region were observed though the touched region was not located at the central region. The pool-like structures in the peripheral region of the PDLCs similar to the osteoblasts also appeared. Furthermore, the same manner of an initial increase and subsequent drop in intracellular NO was present in the PDLCs. It can be presumed that it performed a self-defense mechanism for the stimulation from a persisted force. We are unfamiliar with any mechanism that would degrade NO within the cell, so we suggest that this depletion of intracellular NO is because NO rapidly diffuses through the cell membrane into the medium. For example (Figure 5A), the initial increase in NO was accompanied by the emergence of bulges in the membrane that diffused outward. Indeed, NO is not stored within the cell, and may be released after reaching high concentrations. The results of the intercellular NO responses strongly confirm that NO may diffuse from the stimulated cell to its adjacent cells either via the medium or directly through the connected cell membrane, contributing the NO responses within these cells.

6. CONCLUSION

AFM-probing of whole cells is an effective method for studying membrane and sub-membrane cell structures as well as their elasticity properties. When the AFM is integrated with fluorescence imaging, the BIO-AFM system may act as a powerful technique in life science. Our single-cell nano-mechanical approach based on the BIO-AFM system is a significant advance in elucidating the magnitude, location, time scale, and biomolecular mechanisms underlying force-sensitive cell mechano-transduction.

In this article, we focus on the application of a single-cell nano-mechanical approach to study the mechanical mechanisms of PDLCs. It is known that mechanical stress loaded onto a tooth is transduced to the periodontal ligament. The cells in the periodontal ligament respond to mechanical stress by signaling to surrounding cells to regulate resorption and formation of bone matrix. We believe that more extensive studies on mechano-transduction within the PDLCs will add new information about the key mechanisms in physiological and pathological processes of tooth development, root resorption, and improve orthodontic treatment.
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